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Abstract 

My project is to build a trebuchet to see if it would work better than a catapult, like the 
one that I built in third grade.  I will build the trebuchet several times until I construct 
one that can launch a marble.  Once I build the trebuchet, the next step will be to see 
how far I can launch a marble. Then I will measure how far each marble will go.  Next, I 
will record the first marble launch.  I will repeat this process until the four marbles are 
recorded.  I will keep trying with the hope of launching each marble farther.  I will record 
all of the measurements from all of the attempts.  I will make changes to the netting in 
order to get the marbles to go farther, which is what I ended up doing and it worked.  

The reason for doing this project is to show that something made a long time ago can 
still work today.  Sometimes simple things work the best.



Problem Need

To see how far a marble can be launched using my trebuchet



Criteria and Constraints 

Once I build the trebuchet, I am going to test the string and the net to make sure 
that I can launch a marble. 

I will need to make sure that I have a stable base, which is the most important 
part of building a good trebuchet.  If the base is not stable then the marble will not 
go very far or will not launch at all.



Materials
Two pencils One piece of cardboard

Glue    One straw    

Four marbles One wooden stick           

21 popsicle sticks Two batteries

Plastic netting One fine string



Design Execution 
(Place a detailed, step by step list of the process you followed to construct your investigation here. Include diagrams/photographs as 
needed)



Build a Model or Prototype 

(Write a detailed procedure for building the model or prototype. Someone else should be able to duplicate the experiment 

from these steps. List the materials actually used to construct the model. This should be in a list. Follow the procedure you 
wrote to build the model/ prototype.)
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Test Prototype and Evaluate 
 (Write a hypothesis aboutyour design’s performance during testing. Use an “If… then” format. For example, “If the redesigned model 
has increased in size (Change in the independent variable), then it will fall at a faster speed, (change the dependent variable). Decide 
on one variable that you will use to test your model. Record the results on a chart/data table. List the strengths and weaknesses of your 
design. Discuss what changes, or compromises, in your design (if any) had to be made due to constraints. Decide if your design solved 
the problem identified in Step 1.)



Results/ Evidence of Engineering



Conclusion
So my summary is that the plan did not go as planned, but, it turned out 
pretty good at the end of the project. I think that I could have done better if I 
had more time. I launched my marble as far as if could go and I measured 
the distance. I tried my best, did the best I could do, and put in all my effort. 



Resources
Website - Science Daily (Sciencedaily.com)

Website - History How Stuff Works (history.howstuffworks.com)


